Year 5/6 Writing
This week you have the chance to use your creative minds to write a diary entry
as if you are a hunter-gatherer from the Stone Age! You will be able to find out
lots of facts on Purple Mash and also through your History challenges!
Day 1 – Relative Clauses
Watch this video clip about relative clauses. We have learnt about this before
so we are revisiting, recapping and reviewing our learning.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zwwp8mn/articles/zsrt4qt
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Day 1 – Task – Spot the relative clause
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Day 2 – Add a Relative Clause
Have a go at inserting a relative clause into these sentences.
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Day 3 – Gathering Content
Using the information about the Stone Age, which you have already discovered,
and Purple Mash, make notes on what the daily life of a Hunter Gatherer would
be like.
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Day 4 – Success Criteria
Read through this diary entry from the viewpoint of a Hunter-gatherer. Can you
underline where I have included:
Relative clauses
Feelings
Punctuation
Different openers
Dear diary,
I am completely exhausted! Today has been a day of following
herds of animals, trying to find my next meal. Ma and Pa, who are teaching me
how to hunt, were showing me the different ways to quietly follow the animals.
If I’m honest, I really found it quite boring. I can’t wait for Pa to take me out
hunting with him, after all, I’m the one who sharpens all of the flint and stones
for him to hunt with!
After a while, I could hear a noise, which sounded like the trickling of water,
and to my amazement we had reached the most beautiful waterfall. Pa told me
this was a fantastic place to go hunting, especially for salmon, so, feeling
excited, I leapt into the stream! Pa shouted “No!” at me as I had scared all of
the salmon away. Luckily though, out of the corner of my eye, I could see a
woolly mammoth coming towards me. It was enormous. Pa, who was extremely
brave and strong, got his spear ready and ran straight for the wild beast. He
pierced it, and it fell heavily to the ground. One day, I want to be like my Pa, he
is so brave.
This evening, we have had a feast, I helped Ma to cook it and it was delicious.
Tomorrow, I’m hoping for a quiet day, I’d like to do some painting in the cave
just to make it look nicely decorated.
Anyway, goodnight diary,
Stone Age Boy
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Day 5 – diary entry plan
I can plan a diary entry
Introduction

Events – what has happened during your day?

Feelings – how did you feel?

Relative clause sentences – write down three sentences which include relative
clauses which can be included in your writing.
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Day 6 – Drafting your diary entry
On Purple Mash, I would like you to type up your first draft of your diary entry
as a hunter-gatherer. Remember to include, punctuation, relative clauses and
adjectives to describe feelings. Please make sure you save it!
Good luck!

Day 7 – Editing and improving your diary entry
Log back into Purple Mash. Read through your diary entry, where can you make
improvements? Are there any spellings mistakes? Can you change any of your
adjectives to make them more exciting? Have you included three sentences
which include relative clauses?

Have fun!
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